UROBOROS

Uroboros represent the natural cycle of things, cycles that close and start again, the eternal
coming back.
While I was contemplating this extraordinary manifestation, I was asking myself: To what
cycles would this strange and beautiful sacrifice from our sister snake refer to?
It could be that we are positioned very close to the great closure of the cosmic cycle of
26,000 years that will end by December 21st of 2012.
Or the end of the Rhythmic Wizard Ring that brought so much magic and after a couple of
days will come to an end.
Maybe it is about the 13 domes of the Crest Yepomera, that we are sending to the
Noosphere, synchronically they are almost finished; our offer to mother earth that we have
built together with love and passion.
Great meaning had this manifestation for us:
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We had gather around “La guardiana”, the millenary tree that protects the cabin of the
Crest, and under its shade we were starting with an incense session, the preparations begun,
the incense burners were preparing their cleanse, thinking about the clay that gave them the
form. Can Kan was narrating step by step, when Uaxac Ik came with a recently dead snake
that was biting her own tail, the synchronicity of this fact and the moment shocked my
inner self. I told Can Kan and Lahat Lamat the grandparents in charge of instructions, and
they agreed with me, it was a synchrony, one of those that the Universe uses to show us;
Ho, Imix and Uuc Ix said at the same time…An UROBOROS.
Three cycle closures in one magnificent UROBOROS that magically was present only to
remind us that WE ARE ALL ONE.
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The celebration belonged to the Huayeb previous to the Rhythmic Wizard ring and you
could feel the new wave of energy that will bring us to the resonant storm. More than 150
kins coming from all directions were being congregated in one place…the Crest Yepomera,
with one objective: the celebration of the day without time Rhythmic Mirror and the arrival
of the new resonant storm ring.
IN’LAKECH…I am you, you are me, we are all one, strong words when they are expressed
from our inner self but they have more force when they are followed by logic action. What
more logic can we find when we traveled kilometers and hours with the firm purpose of
sharing and this is what happened during this historic Huayeb. Historical not only because
we are talking about the last one before the change of cycles, but because the dose of
IN’LAKECH received passed the expectations and experiences of past years…all of the
kins brought sincere and unique intentions of uniting the hearts and when this happens then
it creates the magic of the true IN’LAKECH.
From our beloved Ciudad Juarez arrived the group of the mexicanity, represented by more
than two dozens of kins that with their presence, chants, incense burners and sacred
instruments made our ancestral Mexican feeling vibrate reminding us about the Warrior of
light and its way. This group came leaded by Can Kan and Lahun Lamat who with wisdom
and love guided the group to achieve a total synchronization with the Huayeb program.

Attending our convocation six lovely kins came from USA responding to the call of our
Lakota brother Uaxac Ik, who for third time visited us, but this time brought with him
brothers of light that brought so much love.
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Lots of other brothers that while building the Crest have united with us in the adventure,
couldn’t let this opportunity go by and came to visit as well: Lahat Ix from Queretaro,
Uaxac Ix from Ciudad Juarez, Can Caban also from Ciudad Juarez and so many others
from whom we received support and cooperation.
We were saying that the real In’Lakech is complicated, but this union of souls and spirits
makes it easier, it looks like the planetary filter sent us the best so we could know that the
new planetary consciousness is not only an idea neither only a utopia, but it is something
real that we all should work to achieve.
Even though we had an initial plan of what we were going to do, the real program was
taking place as we moved forward.
The first two days of the Huayeb we did our daily meditations and at the second day, with
the group coming from Juarez we did the Olmeca Masculine March Ritual from “El Salto”
to the “Crest”.
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The third day was chosen to start with the incense burners, with the privilege of preparing
three new brothers from the CREST with incense burners: Hun Cib, Ho Imix and Uuc Ix.
Our brothers from Ciudad Juarez brought with them another specific mission: establishing
a connection between the church of the people from Yepomera and the Crest, it was about
returning to the Crest those energies that daily go from the Crest to the whole planet. It was
about closing once again the cycle of giving and receiving, another manifestation from the
Uroboros. The sacred march, that we have considered as the mixed route of Yepomera,
started with giving a medal and coins as a symbol to the church of San Nicolas de Bari
from Yepomera, continued with a march in form of a serpent to the Crest and finalized with
giving a medal and coins to the sacred circle of the Crest, symbols of protection and
prosperity towards the center of the Crest.
The day without time Rhythmic Mirror started very early with a greeting to the seven
galactic directions, and the ignition of the sacred fire, the presence of the uroboros could
not pass without being noticed and it was Uuc Kan himself who commented about this
phenomena talking about the implications behind it, and offered the serpent to the fire that
burned her fast, the serpent grew with the flames manifesting the power of Quetzalcoatl.
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We continued with the morning meditation, after that we also served some fruit and
had some conferences that some of us members of the Crest had prepared for all of the
visitors: Ho Imix started with a talk about the Crop Circles, then Lahun Ahau with a talk
about Mandalas and messages from light beings; after that, Hun Cib talked about the
Meditation of the Human Tzolkin to finalize this 1st stage and that happened wih the
participation of Uuc Kan supporting with some data about witnessing the awakening of our
planetary consciousness and specifically about Mexico.
The day of July 25th, synchronically has been the day of the water, and there for as a sign of
respect and graciousness, every green day we have programmed a ceremony of dedication
and love for the water. This ceremony gave us the opportunity of directing ourselves to “El
Salto”, a beautiful landscape on the outskirts of Yepomera where a meteor crashed and
formed a water well where the river that crosses Yepomera deposits the precious liquid,
allowing us enough space to honor our distinguished celebrity.
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Once finished the ceremony, we went to the central dome of the Crest where we were
planning three more conferences.
The celebration of this Green Day, represented for the CREST of Yepomera one
unforgettable event, because it was the presentation in third dimension of what it meant, it
was a huge effort for those who are part of this project: more than three complete rings
working on the project looking for those necessary resources for the development,
exhausting work in the field was experimented in several occasions because we were
building the Noosphere in the third dimension, if this sounds like possible, infinite personal
challenges and collective as well. But after all, everything is worth it when you see those
thirteen white domes standing up, announcing a new stage in the history of the planet, is the
Noospheric era that enhances planet earth with this thirteen white dots to let planet earth
know that the sons, the human beings, we are sensitive and share the maternal love and we
want to correspond with this donation, for all of those who want to connect with planet
earth and can do it here in the CREST and connect from the dome to her and to the Hunab
Ku transforming themselves into a peaceful and harmonic conscious humans conducts that
will send energy from the center of the galaxy.
Physically the work for the last days has been exhausting in every single way, the physical
strength of the members has been put into a test, but we had the firm and single purpose
and objective that we needed to be on time for the appointment…the next Resonant Storm
Ring was going to be received by a Crest totally finished with the physical facilities
finished. The resources to achieve this point were gone, but the Universe always helps and
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in the crucial moments one more time it showed compassion facing the work of the servers,
sending us, just in time, the resources to finish.

We can not leave the recognition of this last stage, the actions of the three friends coming
from the most transparent region of air, from there, from were the volcanoes meet, from the
population of Amecameca, located near to where our beloved Regina was born. They were
Ca Chuen and team who came from over there to bring and install physically dome number
13, we doubt that it was going to be ready on time, but thanks to that work under the hard
rain and during the night it was possible to do it before the end of the cycle. Our great
recognition to them because they gave their energy and work in favor of the collective
consciousness from which we all form a part of.
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It was there, precisely there, in the dome 13th where we went all of us together with the
objective of listening to the other 3 conferences that were going to be created by our
brothers: Hun Cauac, Ka Etznab and Uac Oc, talking about the Noosphere, the Crest and
the Sacred Geometry and the meditation of the Double Bridged Rainbow. This was the first
time that the dome 13th was being used for a massive event of this level and it was a
magnificent experience, because it seemed like the ray of Hunab Ku was going at full
potential within our brothers giving the conferences and also within the audience.
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Then we started with the meditation of the Human Tzolkin and the Double Bridged
Rainbow in which each of the participants tried to contribute with a dose of individual
conscience in order to achieve a superior collective conscience.

The night came when we came out of the 13th dome and we directed ourselves to one of the
last events that were programmed. It was a musical, an offer from the Diaz Medina Family
dedicated to Valum Votan, but for all the visitors as well. A show named IN LAK ECH that
consisted of a series of musical scenes, all of the scenes had something in common, and
that was the topic of love, expressed in different ways. Besides the content of the show that
included songs like: El diluvio que viene, El señor de la mancha, Little Prince and others
very famous such as the Beatles song: “All you need is love”, and “Imagine” by John
Lennon, we have to talk about the acting of the members of the family who communicated
to all the audience the content of love and fraternity that created all of those songs. Besides
Ik and Cib, the parents who did a magnificent job during this show, specially with “Little
Prince”, that scene were the fox is expressing one of the great truths in human kind: “Only
with your heart you would be able to see, the essential is invisible to the eye”. It was
sublime and connected with the audience, shaking them deeply and making them cry. But
the climax was with Buluc Cauac, a beautiful 8 year old girl who did “Over the rainbow”,
and with this song she closed the show for the night, it was a family who truly represented
the In Lak Ech to which we have multi-referred during this chronicle.
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The night was coming to an end and the group came to celebrate with the sacred fire, the
space were all of the worlds collided creating one atmosphere of love, harmony and peace
in which ancestral chants from Mexico and Lakotas were united until the sunrise, in a mix
that anticipated that union between people from all over the world that will reign all over
the planet. A grand finale for one unforgettable Green Day.
Next day, Uac Oc was on time to turn off the sacred fire and to give a welcoming to the
New Storm Ring that was announcing his presence between the sun and the clouds.
It was not another Green Day, it was the GREEN DAY that announced the arrival of a new
human kind, that announces the end of an old system and as a rising sun announces the
arrival of the end of a cycle, leaving behind the past…UROBOROS.
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And now for all of our brothers exclusively, we would like to share with you, some of the
photos from the 13 domes of the Crest Yepomera.
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